
Like pulling together information from a variety of
sources?                                                                       
Have familiarity with grant writing/proposal
preparation? 
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in a
writing focused or scientific field, a social
sciences field, or a humanities field?

Research
Development

Enjoy coaching and teaching others?   
Possess great writing, editing and proofreading
skills?    
Interested in finding funding opportunities?  
Have familiarity with grant writing/proposal
preparation? 
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in a
writing focused or scientific field?

Are you the best candidate?  You definitely
are...here’s why

Pre-Award

Pre-Award -
Financial

Award - Non-
Financial

Enjoy developing budgets and working with
spreadsheets? 
Have the skills to explain fiscal asks in descriptive
words?
Like the challenge of converting ideas into
dollars?      
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in
accounting, finance, business, or a related field?

Like putting puzzles together to see how all the
pieces fit?
Have an interest in managing conflicts of interest?        
Want to know more about subrecipient
monitoring and initiating subaward agreements?
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in
business, communication, or a related field?

Research
Information
Technology

Enjoy improving processes?
Like making sense of big data?
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in
computer science, information technology or a
related field?



Contracting &
Negotiations

Clinical
Trials

Compliance

Export
Controls

Enjoy reading, developing, and revising
agreements?
Like figuring out how to move forward, sometimes
within confines?
Have a basic understanding of contracting
principles?
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in law,
business, technical writing or a related field?

Want to help improve the quality of people’s
lives?
Like to track information carefully?
Participated in a clinical trial?
Enjoy developing budgets?
Like reviewing agreements?
Have experience in invoicing/accounts
receivable?
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in
healthcare, business, social sciences, or a related
field?

Enjoy making sure rules are followed?
Like the idea of protecting those involved in
projects and having situations run smoothly?
Possess skills to make things better?
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in law,
business, social sciences, healthcare or a related
field?

 Enjoy reading, interpreting, and enforcing
government policies and procedures?
Have an interest in supporting advances in
technology?
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in law,
business, science, or education?

Post-Award

Enjoy working with numbers and spreadsheets?
Possess skills to monitor spending and report out?
Have familiarity with basic accounting or federal
cost allocation principles?
Have experience, a certificate or a degree in
accounting, finance, business, or a related field?




